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1. INTRODUCTION

We shall operate in N-dimensional Euclidean space, EN' N ?: 2, and use
the following notation:

x = (Xl' ... ' XN),

(X,Y) = XI Y1 + ... + XNYN,

I X 1
2 = (X, X),

TN = {X: -11' ~ Xj < 11',j = 1,... , N},

and
Z = the closure of Z.

We shall say that f is of bounded variation on the N-dimensional torus,
TN' if

f is a finite-valued function defined in EN which is periodic of
period 211' in each variable, (l.l)

and if

there exists a finite constant y such that for every partition of TN
into a finite union of nonoverlapping intervals {Ik}~=l , (1.2)

n

I I!(Ik ) I ~ y.
k=l

By an interval we mean a closed set of the form

I = {x : aj ~ Xj ~ aj + hj ,j = 1,... , N},
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and by f(I) we mean the following:

f(I) = f(a1 + hI"'" aN + hN) - f(a1 , a2+ h2 ,... , aN + hN)

- f(al + hI' a2 ,a3 + h3 , ••• ) - •••

- f(al + hI , a2+ h2 ,... , aN-l + hN- 1 , aN)

+ f(a1 , a2 , a3 + h3 , ••• , aN + hN) + ...
+ f(al + hI' a2+ h2 ,... , aN-I, aN) + ... + (-I)N f(a 1 , ... , aN)'

(1.3)

In particular, for N = 2,

f(1) = f(a1 + hI' a2+ h2) - f(a1 , a2 + h2) - f(a1 + hI , a2) + f(a 1 , a2),

and for N = 3,

f(I) = f(a1 + hI ,a2+ h2 ,a3 + h3) - f(a 1 ,a2+ h2 , a3 + h3)

- f(a1 + hI ,a2 , a3 + h3) - f(a1 + hI ,a2+ h2 , a3)

+ f(al' a2 ,a3 + h3) + f(a1 , a2+ h2,a3)

+ f(al + hI' a2 , a3) - f(a1 , a2 , a3)·

(For a discussion of bounded variation in the plane, we refer the reader
to [I]. For a discussion of formula (1.3) above, we refer the reader to
[5, p. 79].)

Next, we introduce the singular kernel

(1.4)

and, with m designating an integral lattice point, we define the periodic
analog of K to be

K*(x) = K(x) + lim L [K(x + 2'TTm) - K(2'TTm)]
R~oo l~lml<R

for x in EN - U{2'TTm}. (1.5)
m

We observe that the series in (1.5) is uniformly convergent, both on TN
and on every compact subset of D = EN - Urn {2'TTm}. Also, on D, K*(x) is
a periodic function of period 2'TT in each variable.

Forjin U(TN) we shall designate the m-th Fourier coefficient ofjby! (m).
Thus,

!(m) = (2'TT)-N f f(x) e-i(rn.x) dx.
TN

(1.6)

Now,K*(x) is not in U(TN). Nevertheless,its principal-valued m-th Fourier
coefficient exists and we designate it also by k*(m). So, in particular, with
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B(x, r) representing the N-ball with center x and radius r, we have, from (1.5),
that

K*(m) = lim (27T)-N I K*(x) e-i(m,x) dx
.->0 TN-B(O ••)

= lim lim (27T)-N I K(x) e-i(m.x) dx,
<->0 R->ro B(O,R)-B(O,.)

and, consequently, from [8, p. 69], that

K*(m) = (-ON m1 ••• mN/1 miN,

and

K*(O) = 0.

for m,*O, (1.7)

For f in V(TN), we shall designate by S[f] the Fourier series ofJ, and by
S[f] the "conjugate" series off (see [4, p. 259] and [8, p. 41]) with respect
to the kernel K*. Thus,

S[f] = LJ(m) ei(m,X),

S[f] = LJ(m)K*(m) ei(m,x).

We shall say that S[f] is spherically convergent at XO if

(1.8)

lim L J(m) R*(m) ei(m,xo)
R->ro

Iml«R
exists and is finite. (1.9)

If this limit exists and is finite, we shall refer to it as the spherical sum of S[f].
In this paper, we intend to establish the following result:

THEOREM. Suppose that f is a finite-valued function on EN which is periodic
of period 27T in each variable, belongs to V(TN), and is of bounded variation
on TN . Then a necessary and sufficient condition for the spherical convergence
of S[f] at xO is the existence and finiteness of the limit

(1.10)

which represents then the spherical sum of S[f] at xO.

If N = I, it follows from (1.4), (1.5) and [10; (21), p. 73] that
K*(x) = cot xl/2, and from (1.7) and [10, p. 3] that S[f] is the classical
conjugate series off Consequently, the theorem stated above is precisely the
multi-dimensional analog of the classical theorem due to W. H. Young [9]
as stated in [10, p. 59] and in [2, p. 55].
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2. FUNDAMENTAL LEMMAS

207

Before proving our first lemma, we need some more notation. In particular,
we set

Ho(x, t) = L ei(m.x)-Imlt I m 1-2,

m7"O
for t > 0, (2.1)

and observe, from [7, p. 72], that

lim Ho(x, t) = Ho(x)
t->O

is finite in EN - U {277m}.
m

(2.2)

Next, we set

H(x, t) = (-I)N L ei(m.xHmlt I m I-N,
m7"O

and observe from (2.1) that

8N- 2H(x, t)/8tN- 2 = Ho(x, t).

for t > 0, (2.3)

(2.4)

Consequently, we conclude from the Cauchy criterion, (2.2), and (2.4) that

lim H(x, t) = H(x) is finite in EN - U {277m}. (2.5)
t->O

m

m::j:=O,

Also, it follows from the Riesz-Fischer theorem that

H(x) is in V(TN ),

fJ(m) = (-I)N I m I-N for

and

fJ(O) = 0.

(2.6)

We shall say that J1. is a measure in M(TN) if (i) J1. is a countably additive
set function defined on the bounded Borel sets of EN (ii) J1. is of finite total
variation on TN' and (iii) J1.(B + 277m) = J1.(B) for every bounded Borel
set B and every integral lattice point m. The first lemma we prove is the
following:

LEMMA I. Suppose that f is afinite-valuedfunction on EN which is periodic
of period 277 in each variable, belongs to V(TN), and is of bounded variation
on TN' Then there is afunction gin V(TN) and there is a measure J1. in M(TN)
such that the following two properties hold:

g(x) = (277)-N f H(x - y) dJ1.(Y) almost everywhere in EN; (2.7)
TN

S[f] = S[g]. (2.8)
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To prove the lemma, we set for t > 0 and x in EN ,

j(x, t) = r..!(m) eilm,xl-Imlt,

'm

and

P(x, t) = L ei1m,xHm[t.

m

(2.9)

(2.10)

Now, it follows from the Poisson summation formula [3, pp. 30-32] that

2-N7T 11- N)j2P(X, t) = T[(N + 1)/2] t L [t 2 + I 27Tm + x 12]-IN+l)j2, (2.ll)
m

and, consequently, that

P(x, t) > 0 for t > 0 and (2.12)

Next, by V[j, TN] we designate the total variation off on TN' so that, in
particular, V[j, TN] represents the sup of the sum in (1.2) taken over all
partitions of TN into a finite union of nonoverlapping intervals.

For an interval I = {x: Qj :s;; Xj :s;; Qj + h j ,j = I, ... , N} we definej(I, t)
by the same formula as in (1.3), withj(x) replaced by j(x, t).

We, next, establish the following:

for t > O. (2.13)

To prove (2.13), observe from (2.9) and (2.10) that

j(x, t) = (27T)-N f j(x - y) P(y, t) dy.
TN

(2.14)

Let {Ik}~~l be a partition of TN into a finite union of nonoverlapping
intervals. Then from (2.12) and (2.14) we have

Ij(Ik ,t)1 :s;; (27T)-N f Ij(Ik - y)1 P(y, t) dy
TN

and, consequently,

f Ij(Ik ,t)[ :s;; (27T)-N f V(f, TN) P(y, t) dy. (2.15)
k~l TN

Relation (2.13) then follows from (2.15) and the fact that

(27T)-N f P(y, t) dy = I.
TN
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Next, we observe that f(x, t) is in eX'(EN) for t > 0, and, using the
notation (jNf(x, t)/OXI ... OXN =!x ...x (x, t), we consequently have

1 N

for every interval I.
From (2.13) and (2.16), we obtain that

f IJ !Xl'''XN(X, t) dx I :(: V(j, TN)
k~l I k

for t > 0,

(2.16)

(2.17)

for every partition {h}f~l of TN into a nonoverlapping union of intervals.
But, then, it follows immediately from (2.17) that

for t > 0. (2.18)

However, C(TN ) is separable. Consequently, it follows from the notion
of weak* convergence (see [6, pp. 258-9]) that there is a fL in M(TN ) and a
sequence {tk}~~l , with tk -- °as k -- 00, such that

t~~ JTN A(X)!Xl"'X/X, tk ) dx = JTN A(x) dfL(X) (2.19)

for every function A(x) in C(EN ), periodic of period 27T in each variable (so
that AE C(TN ).)

Choosing A(x) = e- i (m,x)/(27T)N, we conclude from (2.9) and (2.19) that

(l(m) = (i)N m1 ... mN!(m), (2.20)

where

(l(m) = (27T)-N J e-i(m.x) dfL(X).
TN

It follows from Fubini's theorem and the periodicity of Hand fL that

J I H(x - Y)I d I fL I < 00 almost everywhere in EN, (2.21)
TN

where I fL I represents the total variation measure associated with fL. Setting
Z = {x E EN: fTNI H(x - Y)I d I fL I (y) = oo} and observing that Z is of
Lebesgue measure zero, we define

g(X) = (27T)-N J H(x - y) dfL(Y)
TN

=0

for x in EN - Z,

for x in Z.
(2.22)
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(2.23)
for m =F 0,

It follows from Fubini's theorem and (2.6) that g is in U(TN ), and from
(2.6), (2.20), and (2.22) that

g(m) = (-ON j(m) m1 .•• mN I m I-N

g(O) = O.

But Lm#o I ,1(m)1 2 I m 1-2N < 00. Consequently, it follows from (2.20),
(2.23), and the Riesz-Fischer theorem that g is actually in D(TN ). The proof
of the lemma is, therefore, complete, for (2.22) establishes (2.7), and (1.7),
(1.8), and (2.23) give (2.8).

Next, we prove the following

LEMMA 2. Withf and fL as in Lemma 1, andf(x, t) = LJ(m) ei(m,xl-Imlt,
the following facts hold: Set

Then, for t > 0 and 0 < ql < 1,

I J(x, t, ql)1 ~ V(f, TN) (1 ... J:N-1 q2 ... qN dq2 ... dqN' (2.24)

and

(2.25)

Relation (2.24) follows immediately from (2.18).
To establish (2.25), observe from (2.10) and (2.20) that

fY1'''Y/Y' t) = (27T)-N JTN P(y - z, t) dfL(z).

For qN such that 0 < qN < 1, define q'B(O,qN)(X) to be the characteristic
function of B(O, qN), for x in TN , and define it throughout the rest of EN by
the periodicity of period 27T in each variable. Letting h(x, ql) designate the
right side of (2.25), and observing that

J fYl""'YN(Y' t) dyB(x,qN)
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J(x, t, q1) = (27T)-N f h(x - Y, q1) P(y, t) dy. (2.26)
TN

It is clear that h(x, q1) is a continuous periodic function on EN , of period 27T
in each variable. We conclude from [7, p. 56] that limt-->o J(x, t, q1) = h(x, q1),
which establishes (2.25) and completes the proof of the lemma.

The next lemma we prove is the following:

LEMMA 3. Let 0 < r1 < r2 < r:IJ and let c(r) be a continuous function on
the closed interval h ,r2]. Also, let f and fL be as in Lemma 1. Then, for x
in EN , the following identity holds:

To prove the lemma, we let f(x, t) be as in Lemma 2. Also, we designate
the (N - I)-sphere with center °and radius r by S(O, r), and we let dS(y)
designate the natural (N - I)-volume element on S(O, r). Then, for t > 0,
we have, with J(x, t, q1) as in Lemma 2,

(-I)N f f(x - y, t)Y1'" YNdS(y)
S(O,q,)

= J f(x + y, t) Y1 ... YN dS(y)
S(O,q,)

= q1 f fy,(x + Y, t) Y2 ... YN dy
B(O,q,)

= {' q1 dq2 f fy,(x + y, t) Y2 '" YN dS(y)
o s(o,q.)

Now, as is well-known, f(y, t) ---->- f(y) in the V-norm on TN, as t ---->- 0.
(This fact follows almost immediately from (2.11) and (2.14).) Consequently,
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from (2.24), (2.25), and (2.28) we obtain that the left side of (2.27) is equal to

lim J c(1 y l)f(x - y, t) Y1 ... YN IY 1-2N dy
1->0 B(0,r2)-B(0.r1)

and the proof of the lemma is complete.
A measure /1- in M(TN ) is said to be continuous at x if /1-[B(x, r)] ~ 0

as r~O.
Next, we prove the following:

LEMMA 4. Letf, g, and /1- be as in Lemma 1. Set

/(x : t) = (217)-N J f(x - y) K*(y) dy, (2.29)
TN-B(O.t)

and

Then

g(x, t) = "I!(m)K*(m) ei(m,xHmlt. (2.30)

and

lim sup I g(x, t) - /(x : t)1 < 00 for x in TN' (2.31)
1-40

lim Ig(x, t) - /(x : t)1 = 0
1-40

if /1- is continuous at x. (2.32)

To establish Lemma 4, we first observe from (1.7) that

lim J K*(y) dy = O.
1-40 TN-B(O.t)

Consequently, we can assume from the start that! (0) = O. But, then, from
(2.29) and (l.5) we obtain that

/(x : t) = (217)-N J f(x - y) K(y) dy
TN-B(O,t)

+ lim "I (217)-N J f(x - y) K(y + 217m) dy + 0(1),
R->oo l<lml<R TN
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Also, since

lim [f f(x - y) K(y) dy
R->oo B(O.R)-TN

- L f f(x - y) K(y + 217m) dy] = 0,
1<lml<R TN

(see [8, p. 45]), we conclude that

213

/(x: t) = lim (217)-N f f(x - y) K(y) dy + 0(1). (2.33)
R->oo B(O.R)-B(O.tl

We note, in particular, that the limit on the right side of (2.33) exists and
is finite for t > 0.

Next, with f3 = (N - 2)/2, we set

ANI3(r) = F(N/2) r [e-s/rJI3+N(s)sl3+l/2N/2F(N)] ds (2.34)
o

and observe from [8, pp. 64-67] and (2.30) that

g(x, t) = lim (217)-N f f(x - y) ANI3(1 y It-I) K(y) dy. (2.35)
R->oo B(O.R)

From [8, p. 64] we have

I A N I3(1 Y I t-1)1 ~ F(N)(I y I t-1)N.

Consequently, it follows from (2.27) in Lemma 3, and (2.36) that

(2.36)

where TJN is a constant depending on N.
We conclude from this last computation that

lim sup If f(x - y) ANI3(1 y It-I) K(y) dy I (2.37)
1->0 B(O.t)

is finite for every x in TN and is zero in case I-' is continuous at x.
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Next, we observe from [8, Lemma 16] that

for r> 1, (2.38)

where 7JN' is a constant depending on N.
Consequently, we obtain from (2.27) and (2.38) that, for 0 > t,

where 7]';. is a constant depending on N but not on 0 or t.
We observe that, for 0 > 0,

(2.39)

lim f I f(x - y) K(y)1 I y 11 / 2 dy < 00. (2.40)
R-->CD B(O,R)-B(O,B)

Furthermore, from (2,38) we have, for 0 > t,

If f(x - y)[ANfl(1 y It-I) - I] K(I y I) dy I
n(O,R)-B(O,B)

~ 7JN't 1
/
2 f If(x - y) K(y)11 Y 1-1 /

2 dy. (2.41)
B(O.R)-B(O.B)

We therefore conclude from (2.40) and (2.41) that

lim lim f f(x - y)[ANfl(1 y It-I) - I] K(y) dy = O. (2.42)
HO R->CD B(O,R)-B(O.B)

From (2.39) and (2.42), we obtain

lim sup lim If {f(x - y)[ANfl(y) t-1 - 1] K(y) dy} I (2.43)
HO R->ro B(O.R)-B(O,t)

is finite for every x in TN and is zero in case fL is continuous at x.
The desired conclusions of the lemma follow from (2.33), (2.35), (2.37),

and (2.43).
Finally, we establish the following:
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Remark. Let am = 0(1 m I-N) as 1m 1- 00 and suppose
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exists and is finite. Then L am is spherically convergent to A.
To establish this statement, we set b j = Lj~lml <HI am and observe that

I bj 1 :(; LVlml <HI 1am I = OU-I) = OU-I) as j -+ 00. Consequently, the
remark will follow from the Littlewood Tauberian Theorem [10, p. 81] once
we show that

(2.44)

We observe that the absolute value of the expression in brackets in (2.44)
is majorized by

00 00

L L 1 am I I e-jt
- e- 1m1t 1 :(; [I - e-t] LOU-I) e-it.

j~I j~ 1m I<HI j=I
(2.45)

Since the right side of the inequality is 0(1) as t - 0, (2.44) is established and
the proof of our remark is complete.

3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM

Let fL be as in Lemma 1, and let ! (x : t) be as in (2.29). Since
limr~o fL[B(xO, r)] exists and is finite, it follows from Lemma 3, with c(r) = 1
in the closed interval [0, 1], that

lim sup I/(xo : t)j < 00 implies that fL is continuous at xo. (3.1)
1->0

If S[f] is spherically convergent at the point XO to the finite value a, then
it follows that

lim g(XO, t) = a,
1->0

(3.2)

where g(x, t) is defined in (2.30). Thus we obtain from (2.31) that
limsuPt->ol/(xo:t)1 < 00, and, consequently, from (3.1), that fL is con
tinuous at xO. Using (2.32), we get limt->o [g(XO, t) - /(xo : t)] = 0 and,
therefore, from (3.2), limt->o! (XO, t) = a. The necessity of the condition of
the theorem is therefore established.

To prove sufficiency, suppose that

lim/(xo : t) = a,
1->0

where a is finite. (3.3)
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It follows from (3.1) that I-t is continuous at xo; consequently, from (2.32)
and (3.3),

lim g(XO, t) = ex,
HO

where g(XO, t) = Lml(m) K*(m) eilm,,,o)e-Imlt.
From Lemma 1 we obtain that

f(m) K*(m) = (-l)N (l(m) I m [-N, m#-O,

(3.4)

(3.5)

where (l(m) is defined in (2.20). Consequently, if we set

am = J(m)K*(m) eilm,,,O>,

we have from (3.4), (3.5), and (3.6) that

lim" a e- 1m1t = ex
(-?O ~ m ,

m

(3.6)

(3.7)

and from (3.5), (3.6), and (2.20) that

am = 0(1 m j-N) as I m [ ---+ 00. (3.8)

But then it follows from the Remark, (3.7), and (3.8) that

The last relation, in conjunction with (3.6) and (1.8), implies that S[f] is
spherically convergent at the point XO to the value ex, establishing the
sufficiency of the condition of the theorem; the proof of the theorem is
complete.
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